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1. Executive Summary
New regulations and lending guidelines are prompting lenders to evaluate an applicant’s “ability
to pay.” Existing ability to pay assessments are costly, as they are typically ad-hoc and labor
intensive. Thus, a scalable solution has the potential to both reduce costs and improve credit
models significantly for lenders. Our team was tasked by Aire, a company that provides lenders
with credit insights about individual applicants, to model applicant income stability, a key
ingredient in their ability to pay model.
● Credit lending shifted from using soft information to hard information during the 20th
century, accelerated by the explosion in computing power and data.
● The extreme growth in the amount of available data has prompted lenders to use artificial
intelligence and machine learning to better understand applicant risk profiles.
● New regulations are prompting lenders to look at “ability to pay,” which is an assessment
of how an applicant's income can support their personal expenses and debt burden.
● Personal expenses are stable and relatively easy to predict, and thus an assessment of
“ability to pay” hinges on an estimate of future income stability.
● We propose an income stability model that considers possible changes in employment
status, reductions in earnings, and, in the event of a job loss, how labor market conditions
impact the likelihood of getting a replacement job at or near their current income level.
● On implementation: Aire, a FinTech startup, can use the model within the current user
interface, which protects existing customer throughput and revenue generation.
● We discuss how such a model fits into the existing and changing regulatory framework,
and avenues for improving the model.
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2. Introduction
Regulatory developments and increasing demand from applicants impacts the credit lending
industry yearly. Lenders must adapt to these changes, while balancing profitability and risk
management. The key avenue to address these challenges has been the introduction of financial
technology to leverage “Big Data” during the credit decision process.

Traditionally, credit decisions hinged on an analysis of an applicant's historical record to assess an
individual’s financial well-being. However, credit is a forward-looking agreement and therefore,
lenders who are able to incorporate forward-looking projections about an applicant’s ability to pay
debt burdens will be able to price the risk of such loans more accurately. Existing models for
creating forward looking projections are costly, as they are typically ad-hoc and labor intensive.
Thus, a scalable solution has the potential to both reduce costs and improve credit models
significantly for lenders, in addition to helping applicants that are overlooked by existing credit
models.

For several months, our group has researched regulations in the credit industry, the challenges at
hand for credit rating companies, and current solutions to solving the forward-looking aspect of
credit. We propose an initial income stability model that is a function of location and job-specific
labor market conditions. Our proposed product can be computed over various forecasting horizons
and income stability thresholds. This model can be estimated with information currently collected
in the Aire UI, and we discuss both extensions to the model and how it fits within the changing
regulatory framework for credit decisions.
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3. The Regulatory Environment for Credit Decisions
The Credit Decision Process
The credit decision process originates with the customer applying to a lender for credit, after which
the lender begins to assess the applicant for their credit worthiness. Creditworthiness is an
assessment of the risk of an applicant, which is characterized by asymmetric information: The
applicant knows more about their risk than the lender.

The historical solution to this process involved loan officers at local branches. They would
physically meet with the applicant and acquire soft information, such as personal characteristics
and character. This process is associated with large costs (physical branch locations and the labor
of the loan officers) and the dominant model has shifted away from in-person lending decisions
based on soft information towards using hard information, such as a credit score.5 Hard
information is quantitative, easy to store and transmit in impersonal ways, and its information
content is independent of its collection (Liberti and Petersen).

Implications of Paradigm Shift
The switch from soft information, involving a personal relationship with a banking officer, to hard
information has important implications for the structure of the lending industry. First, the use of
hard information generates the potential for tremendous economies of scale relative to the classical
lending model of local loan officers. This impacts the structure of the lending market, because it
“transformed banking from an exclusively local and personal market to a nation, competitive, and
in some cases impersonal market” (Liberti and Petersen). In this impersonal market, lenders must
establish ways to scale their technology for large scale usage with a plethora of candidates from
different backgrounds applying. In order to build models that perform well across a national market
covering a heterogeneous pool of applicants, the acquisition of data becomes paramount. The value
of data is heightened in the new paradigm because of the ability of machine learning to exploit
enormous datasets.
5

Credit scores are provided by three main players (Equifax, Experian, and Transunion).
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As the industry has shifted towards hard information, there has been a concurrent explosion in the
amount of data at their disposal. These two trends have prompted the industry to leverage artificial
intelligence methods and machine learning models in order to better understand the risk profiles
of applicants.

However, the use of machine learning alongside big data can lead to models that run afoul of
regulatory protections. AI methods are often referred to as “black box” models. In order to prevent
such models from exploiting information about applicants that fall under regulatory protections
(e.g. age or race), lenders remove such characteristics from datasets that are used in credit models.
However, this might not be sufficient to ensure that AI models do not discriminate against
protected classes. For example, models with enough information can uncover the race of an
applicant and act “as though” they know. This, in turn, can lead AI models to generate credit
assessments discriminatorily. As such, lenders and financial technology companies, such as Aire,
need to remain cognizant of the potential biases black models might create (Klein).

Key Regulations Impacting the Space
The CARD Act has changed the credit lending decision for many lenders due to the complex rules
and regulation within the Act itself. The Act seeks to protect consumers from unfair practices in
the credit card industry, by preventing lenders from targeting vulnerable consumers or making
decisions with the knowledge that the person will not be able to make such repayments.6
In the CARD Act of 2009, there is a provision known as the “ability to pay”, which requires card
issuers to consider a consumer’s ability to make the required payments on the account (U.S.
G.P.O.). This standard applies to both increases in an existing credit line or new cards. There have
been subsequent modifications to the CARD Act, most notably in section 226.51 of the Truth in
Lending Act. Section 226.51 contains requirements for issuers to “consider repayment ability
6

By prohibiting double cycle billing, interest rate increases at will, and unfair fees, while also helping consumers
manage their accounts and offering special protections for students and young people, this act also opens the door to
the “ability to pay” provision.
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based on the consumer’s income, assets, and current obligations (U.S. G.P.O.). Issuers must
establish reasonable policies and methods for considering one of the following: the ratio of debt
obligations to income; the ratio of debt obligations to assets; or the income the consumer will have
left after paying debt obligations” (Consumer Action).

In 2012, Regulation Z was amended to allow applicants more flexibility in reporting income and
overall net worth, in order to maintain a better chance to qualify for credit. Under this new
amendment, credit card issuers can consider assets or income that an applicant has as a “reasonable
expectation of access” (Mishkin). This means that an individual can, for example, report the
income of a non-applicant, such as a spouse, if they share a joint account. This once again plays
into the review of income and an applicant’s ability to pay, with new regulations ensuring that
lenders are getting the most accurate information and representative look into the current economic
situation of an applicant.

The Equal Credit Opportunity Act (ECOA), which was implemented by Regulation B, applies to
all creditors. Within this act, the statute makes it “unlawful for any creditor to discriminate against
any applicant with respect to any aspect of a credit transaction (1) on the basis of race, color,
religion, national origin, sex or marital status, or age (provided the applicant has the capacity to
contract); (2) because all or part of the applicant’s income derives from any public assistance
program; or (3) because the applicant has in good faith exercised any right under the Consumer
Credit Protection Act” (CFPB). While this act seems to focus on the disparate treatment of
applicants, it also covers disparate impact.7 As a result, lenders must have strong procedural
safeguards in order to not only protect themselves but also the consumer (from models that
disparately impact protected classes).8

7

Disparate impact occurs when neutrally designed policies, practices, or rules unintentionally and disproportionately
affect a member of a protected group of people (CFPB).
8
Models with inputs correlated to protected classes of people are legally permissible in models as long as the business
need is justified. Such as a price model using zip codes.
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Impact On Industry and Aire Compliance
As the rules in these regulations promulgate and become effective, lenders will need to adjust.
Traditional credit analysis will not be completely sufficient, with new rules requiring them to make
assessments about customers’ future ability to pay. One option for lenders is to partner with
financial technology firms that specialize in acquiring and using data to make the necessary
assessments.
This space is where Aire is focusing, to “deliver fully auditable credit insight for lenders, built
specifically to comply with FCRA, ECOA and other consumer protection laws” (Aire). While the
lenders and industry itself are still using a patchwork of bespoke manual solutions in order to
predict ability to pay, the idea behind Aire’s main product, Pulse, is to create modules (a set of
statistics and estimates) that give better insights into the future outlook of an applicant. These
insights can then be built into the lender’s credit decision process in order to both improve lending
decisions and improve their regulatory compliance systems.

Following the 2008 financial crisis, new regulations in the credit lending industry were
implemented to ensure that applicants had the financial health to meet debt burdens before they
could be granted a loan. The ultimate goal of these new regulations was to protect consumers from
predatory lending and unfair lending practices. By using Pulse for credit insights, lenders can
ensure that they will be fully compliant with regulatory guidelines in the credit lending industry
while also receiving a complete evaluation of a consumer’s ability to pay.
Regulatory compliance can be satisfied through Pulse because Aire’s model is designed to be fully
traceable. Since we know that the Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA) requires that rejected
applicants receive clear information as to why they have been rejected, the traceability of Pulse
will allow lenders to accurately portray these reasons to consumers. Thus, lenders who use Pulse
will be in compliance with FCRA regulations. Additionally, since we know that the ECOA
prevents discrimmination against protected classes, the elimination of bias in Pulse’s model can
ensure compliance with ECOA regulations. Therefore, Pulse can not only provide a lender with a
better understanding of the complete picture of an applicant’s ability to pay, but it can also ensure
compliance with key regulations in the credit lending industry.

9

4. Value Proposition
Measuring Ability to Pay
There are four main factors that play a role in the credit decision for a lender: past credit behavior,
ability to pay, identity, and fraud risk (CFPB). The three main consumer credit reporting rating
agencies are Equifax, TransUnion, and Experian. While all three play a huge role in the credit
industry, they mainly specialize in the “past credit behavior” aspect of the credit decision.
Additionally, companies like LexisNexis and Onfido are positioned in the “identity” aspect of the
credit decision for verifying the identity of credit applicants. And companies like IBM and SAS
play large roles in fraud risk assessment.

The one aspect of the credit decision for lenders that has yet to establish a clear leader is the ability
to pay components, and this is where Aire focuses its business model. The ability to pay aspect of
the credit decision was a new requirement implemented into the credit decision process following
the 2008 financial crisis, the fallout from which changed the credit industry entirely. Procedures
around credit issuance were tightened (for example, so called “NINJA” mortgages are no longer
issued), and creditors had to start placing much more emphasis on the financial well-being of
potential debtors.9
Presently, there simply aren’t many competitors in the ability to pay space. Equifax has an
initiative called “The Work Number” that provides access to income and employment data for an
individual applicant, but The Work Number does not directly assess ability to pay. Thus, creditors
have largely relied on ad-hoc and manual assessments of ability to pay, with lenders using
employees to manually reach out to applicants.10 This status quo is both costly and adds little value
to the credit risk modeling process.

9

“NINJA” is an abbreviation for “no income, no job, and no assets.” Such mortgages were extended to borrowers that
stood little chance of being able to repay the loan. Lenders also frequently did not confirm the applicant’s assets.
10
Frequently, this takes the form of (potentially long) individual phone calls.
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A systematic product that can analyze ability to pay at scale has the potential to generate
large value for creditors.11 By replacing manual outreach, a scalable product can save lenders
time and money. Aire’s internal estimates claim it can save lenders “up to $78 per existing
customer” (Aire), which can result in massive cost reductions when applied to an entire customer
base. Beyond labor costs, automating the ability to pay assessment within the lending process
speeds up lending decisions and makes building evidence for regulators that lending decisions
meet standards easier.

Given the business need, and the lack of incumbents, Aire launched a product called Pulse
targeting this market. Pulse is a service that provides “actionable insight on the current financial
situation of your existing customers, fast” (Aire). It focuses on three main areas of a customer’s
financial health: validated total income, non-discretionary expenditure, and a measure of
engagement.12 The final piece of the Pulse product is a prediction of a credit applicant’s ability to
pay, which can be used by a credit issuer in the credit decision process.

Competitive Landscape
As previously mentioned, the ability to pay factor in the credit space does not have a clear leader.
Pulse by Aire is targeting this sector. Their main competitor, The Work Number by Equifax, has
proven itself useful within the space, but not specifically targeting forward-looking ability to pay.
The Work Number’s main purpose is validating an applicant’s identity, education status, and tax
data. The Work Number also utilizes its technology to match an individual with the Social Security
Administration, giving lenders the ability to obtain tax and wage statements, painting a better
picture of the candidate’s historical records (The Work Number). While The Work Number
produces information adjacent to the ability to pay, Pulse is the only product directly focusing on
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Such a shift would echo the larger history of the banking industry, from decision-making at local levels using inperson processes with soft information to automate processes driven by data.
12
For validated total income, “Pulse returns a USD value for the gross income that a consumer receives, or has
reasonable expectation of access to,” which is a value that is validated by Aire’s unique set of data. The nondiscretionary expenditure value provides “[a]n individualized view of expenditure that gives greater insight into a
consumer’s ability to service additional debt, and withstand shocks” (Aire).
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creating forward looking projections to advise lenders on how affordable credit is for a given
applicant.

However, while the current landscape is favorable for developing an ability to pay model, the key
risk is the entrance of competitors.

The recent explosion in available data, easily scalable cloud computing, and the wider use and
understanding of AI algorithms has dramatically lowered the barriers to entry. As such, innovation
at each stage of the lending process competition has become more competitive and fluid. Indeed,
according to the AI Opportunity Landscape Research conducted by Emerj Research Analytics,
“approximately 15% of the venture funding raised for AI vendors in the banking industry is for
lending solutions” (Faggella).13

To show why these shifts can be significant, we highlight a recent paper discussing the relationship
between digital footprints and credit scores. The paper looks at five variables describing the
“digital footprint” of a loan applicant: The operating system the borrower uses when applying for
a loan, the type of device, time of application, the email domain (e.g. gmail, hotmail, edu, etc), and
whether your email contains your name (Berg et. al). The researchers demonstrate that these
variables can outperform traditional credit score models in predicting if a loan will be paid back.

This style of credit assessment is already being put into the marketplace by FinTech startups. For
example, one startup that is aggressively using AI in the credit sector is Lenddo. Similar to the
study above, Lenddo creates a credit score using the digital footprint of applicants by examining
12,000 factors that includes social media account use, internet browsing, geolocation data, and
other smartphone information. Recently, FICO, the global credit agency, announced partnerships
with Lenddo to use their technology in the new FICO scoring systems in India (FICO).

For startups and incumbents experimenting with new ways to use Big Data and AI in the lending
process, especially in the U.S. and Europe, the key hurdle is contending with existing regulations
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Startups are not the only firms using AI in this space. Equifax has several patented products using AI techniques,
such as neural networks.
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and norms. For example, while the digital footprint paper’s methodology has predictive power,
many “digital footprint” variables will likely fall under protected classes (Berg et. al). Moreover,
achieving widespread adoption by customers in the U.S. would likely prove difficult due to privacy
concerns. The model we discuss below uses data that in its analogous implementation in the U.K.
does not prompt privacy concerns. The remaining regulatory hurdles represent both a (solvable)
problem to which we dedicate much discussion below and also a barrier to entry for new companies
which benefits Aire.

5. Modeling Income Stability
Ability to pay is defined as future income less expenses. Because expenses remain relatively
stable over time for most consumers, we focus on modeling income stability. Below is an indepth analysis of the income-stability sub-problem and our proposed solution. However, before
we dive into the factors that affect the stability of future income, we first must define what we
mean by the term “income stability.”
We define income stability as the likelihood that an individual’s future income
over the next two years will be greater than 90% of the individual’s current
income.

We focus on the scenario of a loan applicant with one job, which covers the majority of users. We
model the probability that their income remains above 90% of their current income as a function
of whether they remain in their current job (and its income remains at current levels) or they lose
their job but find a replacement. Figure 1 depicts the model.

The first branch of the tree addresses the probability that an applicant loses his or her job and is
denoted by “p.” This probability is estimated based on the user’s current job title and employer
data, which are gathered by the existing Aire user interface. This information is matched to the
sector in which the applicant works in order to better determine the probability of keeping a job in
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said sector. In other words, “p” is a function of sector-level employment conditions. We assume
that the probability of losing a job remains constant throughout the forecast horizon.14

Figure 1: Probability Tree Underlying Model for Applicant with One Job

To account for the fact that earnings for a given job might not be fixed (e.g. if the applicant’s job
is paid hourly or on commission), we introduce the branches off of the “Keep job” node. With
some probability “q”, their current job income declines. For simplicity and to make initial
execution easier, we can use the simplifying assumption that the incomes of a given job do not fall
(“q=0”). This assumption implies that no job has downward surprises in income and is
demonstrably false. However, this assumption likely performs well for a large portion of
applicants, particularly those with salaried jobs, and can be implemented immediately.

14

Explicitly altering the existing prediction, which is a one-month prediction, to longer horizons by looking at
macroeconomic projections might be sensible. Another extension would be to estimate the uncertainty of such
projections, though the “structural” model we present here is focused on a point estimate. That is, our model estimates
the probability of unstable income, without error bands.
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If the applicant happens to lose their job at some point over the next two years (with probability
“p”), keeping a stable income requires finding a new job with sufficient pay. We propose
estimating “1-r”, the probability that the applicant finds a new job with income greater than 90%
of their previous job’s income, by exploiting job board data. Formally, we can write the joint
probability of finding a job and that job having a sufficient salary as 1 − 𝑟 = 𝑃𝑟(𝐽 ∩ 𝑆) =
𝑃𝑟(𝑆|𝐽) ∗ 𝑃𝑟(𝐽), where 𝐽 denotes the event of finding a job and 𝑆 denotes the event where the
salary is above 90% of current income.
Because the Aire UI already collects the user’s location and job title and matches it to job board
data, this can be leveraged to estimate the components of “1-r” accounting for location and jobspecific labor market conditions. For a given job title and location, the data contains the
distribution of salary offers and information on job postings and fillings. First, this offers a direct
way to measure 𝑃𝑟(𝑆|𝐽): one minus the CDF value of matched salary offers at 90% times the
applicant’s current income. Second, we can use this to estimate the probability of finding a job,
Pr(J), given that the applicant is unemployed. An initial way to estimate this is by comparing the
number of available jobs in the surrounding area with the size of the unemployed working age
population.
Having estimated “p”, “q”, and “1-r”, we can compute the probability that income is unstable as
the probability that a user reaches the second (“Income stream declines”) and fourth (“Don’t find
replacement job”) nodes of the final level of the tree.
Formally, the probability that income is unstable, “Y”, can be written as
𝑌 = (1 − 𝑝) ⋅ 𝑞 + 𝑝 ⋅ 𝑟

This probability can be passed to lenders as an output of the Aire API to assess the overall income
stability of an applicant in order to better determine creditworthiness.
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Implementation of Model
We consider the feasibility of this model in relation to its impact on Aire and the general user base
of credit applicants. The key considerations are data costs, user completion rates, and model run
time.

A primary consideration regarding the implementation of the model is costs, which primarily stem
from buying data and the labor required to gather, clean, and integrate it with existing data. The
model constructed above does not require any data not already available within the current Aire
data ecosystem, and as such, costs are limited to model development and testing.

The next consideration is completion rates. Lenders send applicants to the Aire website and
interview in order to gather more concentrated data to inform credit decisions. Aire is paid for
passing back information to the lender, which can not be done until applicants complete the
interview. Thus, completion rates are the key metric driving revenue (besides the number of initial
referrals from lenders). Importantly, as introduced above, our income stability model requires no
change to the user interface and as such, will not impact completion rates.

The final consideration for Aire is the run time of their models. Speed is crucial for Aire since slow
run times would critically delay the delivery of data insights to lenders. With lenders increasingly
competing on the speed of their lending decisions, slowdowns could put Aire in a precarious
position with their clients and make them vulnerable to entrants.15

The income stability model above should operate at speeds comparable to existing Aire prediction
models as it does not require additional data or interview questions, and all of the components are
easy to calculate. “p” is already computed upstream before the income stability model, “q” is
assumed as zero, and “r” has two components which can be pre-calculated and retrieved once an
applicant’s location and job are given.

15

For example, this commercial for Rocket Mortgage touts the speed of refinancing decisions on their platform:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7ojmCETe-0
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Regulatory Discussion of Model
In order to ensure that our income stability model is in full compliance with regulations, we have
done extensive research in the credit lending industry in order to better understand the legislation
that Aire is bound by in the United States. As previously stated in the “Impact On Industry - Aire
Compliance'' section of our report, the anti-discrimination emphasis from the Equal Credit
Opportunity Act (ECOA) is the major focal point for Aire’s regulatory compliance efforts.
The equation for the probability that income is unstable, “Y”, written as 𝑌 = (1 − 𝑝) ⋅ 𝑞 + 𝑝 ⋅ 𝑟
has all three factors (“p”, “q”, and “r”) at play. To assess how this model fits within the existing
regulatory space, we will consider each factor in turn.
As previously noted, “p” is the probability that an applicant keeps his or her job. It is essentially a
function of sector-level employment conditions as the probability is estimated based on the user’s
current job title and employer data. Because this is operating at a sector level, it is not going to
discriminate against any protected classes, which are defined at the individual level.
Next, “q” is the probability that the applicant’s current job income declines. For simplicity and to
make initial execution easier, we have decided to assume that the incomes of a given job do not
fall (“q=0”). Therefore, since everyone is assigned the same value for “q”, there is no bias in this
portion of the model.
Finally, “r” is the probability that an applicant won’t find a new job with income greater than 90%
of their previous job’s income, in the event that they lose their current job. The calculation of “r”
is mapped to job board data for location and job-specific labor market conditions. As with the
argument for “p”, there is no opportunity for this variable to bias against individuals in protected
classes.
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6. Future Improvements
Improving Model Components
While our model is designed to accurately predict future income stability, we were concerned with
the degree of individualized predictions. That is, will the model above assign the same income
stability to all real estate appraisers in Phoenix? Banks would probably hesitate to use models that
do so because sector-level predictions do not provide enough information about a credit applicant’s
individual situation in order to inform a credit lending decision.
The discussion of the base model proposals above suggests this might be the case, because “p” and
“r” are based on information about the labor markets for specific jobs in specific locations.
However, this is not the case. Crucially, “r” is conditioned on an applicant’s current income. This
ensures that the model generates different predictions for two individuals with the same job in the
same location if they have different salaries. Moreover, the extensions discussed below would
make the model’s output depend on additional individual factors (but not protected factors).

Here, we discuss possible improvements and issues with the above definitions of the key model
components: “p”, “q”, and “r”.
We first propose an improvement to “p”, which we call “p2”. This improvement can be achieved
because we believe that we can individualize the sector level prediction based on the size of an
applicant’s current employer. Firms of different sizes have different layoffs rates, and the ratio
between layoff rates for firms in different size buckets is consistent across the business cycle
(United States. Bureau of Labor Statistics). Specifically, the larger the firm size, the lower the
layoff rates.

We can exploit this by matching the employer of the applicant to a database containing firm names
and sizes. For example, publicly listed firms disclose the number of employees. For applicants
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whose companies do not have publicly available employment data, a question can be added to the
Aire UI to ask for the number of employees at their firm.16
Our baseline model makes the simplifying assumption that “q”, the probability that a current job’s
income declines, is zero. That is, we assume incomes of a given job do not fall (“q=0”).

The key insight is that some jobs have more (downward) variability than others. Jobs that are nonsalary or non-union, or whose pay significantly depends on hourly wages, tips, commissions, and
bonuses are more prone to downward surprises in total income. Additionally, the total income at
some jobs (e.g. gig economy jobs) is more sensitive to poor macroeconomic or company
conditions.
The discussion below does not propose exact methods for measuring “q”, but is more speculative
and provides ideas about how to proceed.
One way to capture that intuition is to exploit the user’s job title, which is already collected within
the existing Aire UI, cleaned, and then matched to several job-title level databases. One option is
to examine income distributions based on job title, which is already available to Aire. A second
option is BLS occupation-level data on the variation of incomes for each job type. 17 This BLS
dataset indicates which jobs are typically salaried. For users with job titles where income often
comes from several components or varies widely (say, hourly jobs without consistent hours), the
interview could add a conditional question to the Aire UI to better predict the downside risk. A
third option is to leverage the employer itself, as some employers’ employees will have more
downside risk in wages (e.g. the likelihood of furloughs and the composition of wages will vary
across industries and by firm size).

16

One way to do this is to add a conditional drop down to the user interview. If the applicant’s firm is not in a dataset
with the number of employees, the dropdown would ask the applicant to select the number of employees in their firm.
It would be relatively easy for the applicant if the dropdown simply listed firm size buckets that correspond to BLS
firm size deciles. This would build a self-reinforcing dataset, which would be valuable down the road. Because the
question would be simple and have 5-10 options, completion rates should not be affected.
17
The BLS OEWS dataset indicates which jobs (filtered by job title) are paid in salary only versus hourly wages.
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If a dataset containing total income, job type, and employer size/industry for individuals over many
years can be matched to the above job level databases, it is possible to train a model to predict
downward income revisions conditional on remaining in the same job.
Finally, we discuss one approach to improving the estimation of “r”, which captures the probability
that the applicant does not find a new job with income greater than 90% of their previous job’s
income in the event that they lose their original job. This does not capture the length of time spent
looking for a job. The longer the individual is jobless, the higher the next job’s salary will need to
be to offset the lost earnings during unemployment.

By analyzing job board data regarding the average length of time that a particular
industry/location/job type position sits open on a job board before it is filled, we can get a better
understanding of how long it will take for an applicant to find a new job that fits this particular
industry/location/job type description. The shorter the average time that said position stays open,
the more quickly we can assume that the applicant will be able to attain a new job. The same logic
follows for the longer average times as well. We shall call this improved version of r, “r2.”

More Model Scenarios
The current version of the model begins with the assumption that an individual currently has a job.
According to the March 2021 estimates of the Employment-Population Ratio from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics, 57.8% of working age adults are employed. Of the remaining 42.2% of adults
without a job, a non-trivial fraction will apply for credit on the basis of spousal income. This is a
large blind spot for our proposed model, but it could be covered if all of the questions are changed
to ask for employment information for the spouse.

Additionally, the model scenario assumes that the applicant has only one job. Currently, 2.6% of
working age adults have multiple jobs according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics.18 As the “gig

18

“The U.S. Census Bureau’s Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) defines a multiple jobholder as
anyone who holds two or more jobs in a quarter and at least one of these jobs is a long-lasting, stable job — meaning
a job held in the previous, current and subsequent quarters” (Bailey and Spletzer).
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economy” expands, so will the number of people with multiple jobs. This poses an interesting
problem for our income stability model, because having multiple jobs offers some diversification
protection for income, while at the same time indicating likely exposure to downturns that
differentially impact workers in service sector jobs.

Finally, the model above might not apply well to individuals whose primary income is due to
passive income (e.g. real estate). This income is more sensitive to aggregate macroeconomic
conditions, but the number of individuals this applies to is paltry.

Extensions to Model Output
The model estimates the probability that income remains above 90% of the current income for the
next two years. Lenders might rationally expect to use different thresholds (e.g. 85% instead of
90%) and forecast horizons (e.g., 6 months, 1 year, or 2 years). The formula can be adjusted to
output metrics at each of these levels, and lenders can choose according to their preferences. This
would give our model more fluidity across lenders that Aire works with.

7. Conclusion
The credit industry has seen many changes in recent years with the ever increasing access to Big
Data. What was once a process founded on personal relationships has transitioned to an industry
centered on hard information. These changes continue as new regulations are implemented to both
protect applicants and ensure the health of the U.S. credit industry. In this report, we focus on the
mandate for lenders to confirm an applicant’s ability to pay. While regulation presents additional
due diligence challenges for lenders, it also creates opportunities for companies to provide
solutions to banks and lenders to help determine ability to pay.
We propose a forward-looking model that predicts a credit applicant’s income stability, in order
to better determine ability to pay. Our model is feasible and can be efficiently implemented with
very little economic cost. Additionally, the model’s design follows all regulatory guidelines to
ensure that privacy is protected and bias is removed. We discuss potential improvements to our
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initial proposal, focusing on adding more individual factors and covering more applicant
situations, such as “gig economy” workers.19

19

“Gig economy” workers are individuals that work as independent contractors for various online platforms (such as
DoorDash and Uber).
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